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A delicacy goes beyond just mere
flavour. For us, it’s a labour of love
and it’s a feeling we hope resonates
with you. Almond House’s journey
began in 1989 with a small team
driven by one goal – rewarding our
customers with a truly fresh
experience.
Today, Almond House’s name has
become synonymous with purity and
we’ve organically grown our offerings
from traditional sweets, namkeen and
dry fruits, to a diverse variety of
eggless confectionery, natural ice
creams, chocolates and more. The
flavours we love are embedded in the
city that made us.

An experience
that begins
with tradition
In our culture, sweets represent more than
just a treat. They’re deeply associated with
the significant moments of our lives –
occasions we celebrate, memories we
cherish and the love we share. It’s this
emotion that we look to cultivate by
becoming a small yet significant part of
your festivities.

Almond House
COVID-19 pandemic still potentially
disrupting our lives as usual, it’s important to
choose a safer indulgence. Even before the
pandemic, Almond House has been
implementing more stringent protocols than
the guidelines issued by the WHO.
We’ve now taken our efforts a step further and
have been appreciated by noted publications
and trusted customers who feel comfortable
sharing a box of their favourite Almond House
goodies with their loved ones.

#YOURSAFEHOUSE

Going Above & Beyond
The Call of Duty

Employee well-being

Customer well-being
• Temperature checks at the
entrance
• Face masks and hand
sanitisation compulsory
• Floor Guides to follow social
distancing
• Daily store and air sterilisation
• Non-contact payment
options

We have always maintained the
practices now prescribed by WHO.

• Daily temperature checks
• Face masks, gloves &
periodic hand-wash
compulsory
• Daily briefing on
precautions
• Uniform and shoe
sterilisation upon entry of
every zone

Kitchen safety
• Face masks, gloves, hairnets
and face shields for
employees in the kitchen
• UV sterilisation of raw
materials and kitchen
• Daily disinfecting of all
transport vehicles
• Finished products and
packaging are UV sterilised

Setting The
Benchmarks Of Quality
8-Time Winner of the Times Food & Nightlife
Awards in the Best Mithai Category

ISO 9001:2015 certified
by The Certificataion Body of
TUV SUD South Asia Pvt. Ltd.

Catering To An
Ever-evolving Palate
Sweets
Savouries
Premium Dry Fruits
Gourmet Selection
Bisticks®
Eggless Confectionery

Our consumers have placed their trust in us for
decades, and it’s something that has filled us with
a great sense of humility and responsibility.
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We would like to reiterate our commitment to
doing our part with The Almond House Promise
- an effort to consolidate and strengthen our
battle against COVID-19, which acts as a reminder
that this fight is not over.
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Chaitanya Muppala,
CEO - Almond House.

The Almond House Promise

A Partner To The World’s Finest
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Almond House Exculsive:

The Cheer Pass

Nothing says happiness quite like our
exclusive gift card - The Cheer Pass. These
cards make for the perfect gifts that are worth
remembering.
The Cheer Pass is available in denominations
of ₹500/- and ₹1000/-, both online at
www.almondhouse.com and at your nearest
Almond House store.
An e-version of Cheer Pass is also available. A
specific passcode will be sent to the chosen
phone number which can be redeemed at the
store or at www.almondhouse.com

Creating Brands That
Hyderabad Loves
Indulge Ice Cream
Our specialty frozen dessert store that serves
freshly churned natural ice cream
Gappe Vappe
Serving classic chaat with a gourmet twist
Amande
Features our selection of exotic gourmet
delicacies and baked treats

HOME

Home Sweet Home
Our range of DIY packets that allow patrons to
make our delights at home
Greater Gud
Our Treats of Jaggery launched in 2022, are
hands down the most fulfilling way to satiate
your sweet cravings.
Khara
Our Namkeens are freshly made and
unexpectedly delicious. We believe in keeping it
authentic, traditional with everything less.
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Our Journey

2002
New products
and avenues
• Launch of our
first proprietary
product, Bisticks®
• Launch of our
second flagship
store in Banjara
Hills

1989
Where it all began
Almond House
launched its first
store in
Himayatnagar after
extensive research
on products and
customer
expectations

2000
Foray into
e-commerce
Launch of our
e-commerce portal

2019
2015
To far and beyond
• Launch of the first of
four stores at Rajiv
Gandhi International
Airport (RGIA)
• Launch of our
Jubilee Hills store

2012

2017
One of the first
experiential
kitchens in India
• Kitchen with global
standards of
manufacturing and
consolidated
operations
• Launch of our
Kukatpally store

Launch of our
Jubilee Hills store

Expanding horizons
Launch of our
second Banjara Hills
store

Launch of our
Secunderabad outlet
at S.D. Road

2020
Moving to the
High Streets
The launch of our
Jubilee Hills and
Begumpet stores

2021

Exploring markets

2013

Twin-city presence

The Post Covid-19
Growth

2016
Launch of
Indulge ice cream
Introduced our line
of frozen treats
including
freshly-churned
gelatos, ice creams
and ice cream cakes

2018

Opening our latest
store in Gachibowli
to a customer base
that's predominantly
settlers

Launch of
Gappe Vappe

2022

Introduced our
in-house chaat
brand that adds a
gourmet twist to
popular chaat
delicacies

Expanding our
travel retail
footprint beyond
Hyderabad.
Launch of a new
store at Mumbai
domestic airport,
T1B SHA

Creating A
Seamless Experience
We have leveraged the use of virtual technology
for you to have a seamless and safe shopping
experience with us. Our customised solution of
video calls on WhatsApp and
Zoom will help
you make an informed decision on the products
and packaging of your choosing.
For inquiries, contact:
Email: info@almondhouse.com
Call: +91-8121026121
WhatsApp or call at:
+91-84520 30217 / 98734 24335 / 90001 34442
You can also order online at:
www.almondhouse.com
We also understand that your employees may not
be in the office at the moment and will be working
from home, complicating the process of gifting.
However, do not fret as we have a solution for that.
Reach out to us and we'd be happy to help, no
matter what.

For Further Information
Please Contact:
Email: info@almondhouse.com
Customer care: 1800 270 2111
WhatsApp or call at:
+91-84520 30217 / 98734 24335 / 90001 34442

/AlmondHouse

@almondsforyou

